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Introduction
This document provides summarized information about the Swiss Projectathon on the Electronic
Patient Record EPR (EPR Projectathon) performed in April 2018 during the IHE Connectathon 2018 in
The Hague. Further documentation on the EPR Projectathon in general can be found on www.epdprojectathon.ch (in German, French and Italian).
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Participants
Organisations
A total of 7 organisations participated in the event: 5 vendors and 2 federal institutions (italicised), the
formers on-site, the latters remotely.
 Central Compensation Office (CCO)
 Federal Office of Information Technology, Systems and Telecommunication (FOITT)
 InterSystems Corporation
 ITH icoserve technology for healthcare GmbH
 SwissSign AG
 Uptime Services AG
 x-tension Informationstechnologie GmbH

Systems
There were 10 systems participating in the EPR Projectathon (3 provided by IHE). A system groups
different actors depending of the configuration.
Organisation

System keyword

System/Product name

CCO

Government Service_EPD-ID
provider_Den_Haag

EPR-SPID Provider

FOITT

Government Service_BIT

EPD ZAD

IHE

Identity Provider_IHE_AUTH_SIMU

Authentification_SIMU_IHE

IHE

Core Community
Component_IHE_PATIENT_MANAGER

Patient Manager

IHE

2ND_SYSTEM_IHE__GSS_SIMU

IHE Gazelle Security Suite

InterSystems
Corporation

Community_InterSystems_HS1804

InterSystems HealthShare

ITH icoserve
technology for
healthcare GmbH

Community_ITH-ICOSERVE_2018

eHealth Solutions

SwissSign AG

Identity Provider_Trusted
Identity_SWISSID4

SwissID 4

Uptime Services AG 2ND_SYSTEM_ARTS_4_1_4

ARTS_4_1_4

x-tention
Informationstechnologie GmbH

Orchestra Healthcare Edition

Healthcare Professional Portal_EHR_18

Table 1: List of participating systems
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Test Organisation
 Event organisation: The EPR Projectathon took place within the 18th European
Connectathon, hosted by IHE Europe.
 Testing venue: Fokker Terminal, The Hague, Netherlands.

 Time: From Monday 16 April to Friday 20 April 2018.
 Monitors: A team of seven monitors was set up, managed and led by Tony Schaller, IHE
Suisse Technical Project Manager. All monitors owned expertise on EPR specifications, most
of them had served before at one or more IHE European Connectathons. They verified the
tests from EPR Projectathon as well as from the main event IHE Connectathon.

 Tools: The tests were performed and reported by using the IHE Gazelle Test Management
Tool (https://ehealthsuisse.ihe-europe.net/gazelle). All the tools used during the event were
grouped in the same virtual machine– the EPR reference environment of eHealth Suisse–
under the URL: https://ehealthsuisse.ihe-europe.net.
 Virtual Machine: The virtual machine– the EPR reference environment of eHealth Suisse–
residing in the cloud was brought on site in order to secure the testing and prevent the risk
of a loss of internet connectivity.
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 Tools on the Machine:

Table 2: Tools on the Machine
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Results
Executed Tests
149 tests were executed during the EPR Projectathon @The Hague, of which 101 have been verified
and 6 partially verified.

Outcome of the Profile Testing

Table 3: Outcome of the Profile Testing

Reported Issues
Another outcome of the testing performed during the EPR Projectathon is a set of over 10 Jira
reported issues concerning specs, tools and tests.
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Conclusion
Altogether, the responsible parties of the EPR Projectathon (eHealth Suisse, IHE Suisse and FOPH)
are satisfied with the EPR Projectathon 2018 @The Hague:
- A huge «Thank you!» goes out to IHE Europe, who hosted the IHE Connectathon, for their
great hospitality.
- The responsible parties could offer the participants all requested tools and documents for
testing more than one month ahead of the event.
- Compared to the EPR Projectathon 2017, there were more tests performed per participating
organisation.
- There were no major incidences with organisation, communication, IT infrastructure or monitor
support. The participants appreciated the IHE spirit of the event.
There were also a few challenges:
- The number of participating vendors was lower than the responsible parties had hoped. Some
vendors had to cancel their participation on short notice.
- Not all of the tests that had been created have been tested during the EPR Projectathon.
- The testing was mostly performed through peer-to-RE(reference environment)- and peer-topeer-testing (no group tests).
Hence, the responsible parties take the following decisions regarding the further steps:
- Although the participation is lower than at the EPR Projectathons in Switzerland, an EPR
corner at the international IHE Europe Connectathon is a good opportunity to further enhance
the interoperability and conformity of the applications with the EPR. This chance will
presumably also be taken in the years to follow.
- At the upcoming EPR Projectathon, the complexity of the tests will be increased stepwisely.
- In order to increase the maturity level of all the profiles needed for the EPR, the responsible
parties will take some measures to encourage vendors to test these specific profiles.
- All vendors are strongly encouraged to further participate in the online testing, to give
feedback and to participate at the EPR Projectathon in Bern, September 2018.
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